The effects of long-term spinal cord injury on mechanical properties of the rat urinary bladder.
We have demonstrated that bladder wall tissue in spinal cord injury (SCI) rats at 10 days post-injury is more compliant and accompanied by changes in material class from orthotropic to isotropic as compared to normal tissue. The present study examined the long-term effects (3-, 6-, and 10-weeks) post-SCI on the mechanical properties of bladder wall tissues, along with quantitative changes in smooth muscle orientation and collagen and elastin content. Bladder wall compliance (defined as det(F) - 1 under an equi-biaxial stress state of 100 kPa, where F is the deformation gradient tensor) was found to be significantly greater at 3- and 6-weeks (0.873 +/- 0.092 and 0.864 +/- 0.112, respectively) when compared to the normal bladders (0.260 +/- 0.028), but at 10 weeks the compliance reduced (0.389 +/- 0.061) to near that of normal bladders. This trend in mechanical compliance closely paralleled the collagen/elastin ratio. Moreover, changes in material class, assessed using a graphical technique, correlated closely with quantitative changes in smooth muscle fiber orientation. The results of the present study provide the first evidence that, while similarities exist between acute and chronic responses of the urinary bladder wall tissue to SCI, the overall alterations are distinct, result in profound and complex time dependent changes in bladder wall structure, and will lay the basis for simulations of the bladder wall disease process.